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⮚Private savings or Employee  savings ?

⮚ Airbus employee savings opportunities 
⮚ (ESOP, profit-sharing, success sharing, …)

⮚Agenda

⮚Employer uplift

⮚Comments / Advices

⮚Support and investment strategy
(stock, bonds, manager guided funds…)

NB :   New options for 2021 are identified in RED bold characters in this presentation
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SUMMARY



Private savings

⮚ Individual framework

⮚ Monetary savings :

⮚ Life Insurance 

⮚ Bank current account

⮚ Livret A

⮚ LDD (Livret De Développement Durable)

⮚ PEA (stock savings plan)

⮚ PERP (retirement savings plan)

⮚ …

Collective employee savings

Collective framework of the company

⮚ Monetary savings :
⮚ PEG AMUNDI (Group savings plan ) 

⮚ Blocked for 5 years (except in specific cases for 
early release )

⮚ Advantages : social & fiscal 

⮚ PERCOL AMUNDI EPSENS (Collective retirement savings 
plan)

⮚ Blocked till retirement (except in case of early 
release )

⮚ Advantages : social & fiscal + employer uplift(€)

⮚ Saving in days:
⮚ TSA (Time Saving Account)

⮚ Advantage : Employer uplift (days)
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2 main savings categories
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ADVANTAGE  TO…  Collective Employee 
Savings Plans

Example : an employee received  1 000 € of  participation
( Hypothesis : marginal rate of income tax = 30 % )

Private Saving 
(payout with salary)

Collective saving
(invested on  PERCOL)

Gross Participation 1 000 € 1 000 €

Employer uplift 40% 400 €

Social Charges 
CSG+CRDS =9,7%       -100 € CSG+CRDS =9,7%          -140 €

Fiscal Charges 
Income tax  27% ( after 10 % rebate)

-240 € Exoneration

Net saving 660 € 1 260 €

+ 90%



1) ESOP (march) 

Purchase of Airbus shares at preferential  conditions  : either PEG (5 years), or direct detention (1 year)

2) Annual premiums (April, June, November & December) & Seniority bonus (December)

Payout with salary or transformation into TSA days (*)

3) Profit sharing & Success sharing (may)

Placement PEG/PERCOL or payout with salary or transformation into TSA days

4) 10 days TSA(*) into PERCOL (May and November)         

5) Voluntary payments into PEG ou PERCOL (at any time May and November) 

6) Voluntary payments into TSA (June)

7) Placement days RTT & Seniority into TSA “Other rights”  
or “End of career leave” (December)

EMPLOYEE SAVINGS OPPORTUNITIES
(Airbus Group agreements) 
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1) ESOP 
⮚ YES, contribution in free shares.

2) Annual premiums & Seniority bonus

⮚ YES for TSA, employer uplift of  33,33% in days (*) 

⮚ No for payments on pay 

3) Profit sharing & Success sharing
⮚ YES for PERCOL, employer uplift 40%  of received amounts (maximum employer uplift ceiling = 600€)

⮚ No  for PEG

4) 10 days CET into PERCOL
⮚ Yes for PERCOL, , employer uplift 40% (not caped)  of the sums paid corresponding to a maximum of 10 TSA days

5) Voluntary payments into PEG ou PERCOL
⮚ YES for PERCOL, employer uplift 40% of the paid sums (uplift ceiling = 600€) 
⮚ No for PEG

6) Voluntary payments into CET (June)
⮚ YES for TSA, employer uplift 33,33%  in days (*)

7) Placement days RTT & Seniority into TSA “Other rights” or  “End of career”
⮚ YES for TSA, employer uplift 33,33%  in days (*)

(*) if use of TSA «End of career» just  before retiring. Maxi employer uplift =  6 months (18 months  TSA x 33.33%) 

Employer uplifts ?
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ESOP (March)

⮚ You hesitate between the 2 formulas ?

The direct detention , blocked  for 1 year is much more taxed than the PEG 
blocked for 5 years. (*) 

⮚ No money available ? 

You can still benefit from ESOP in case you have unlockable money on your PEG     
(Rotation of already invested  amounts for over 5 years) 

⮚ Aversion to risk ? 

Inside the PEG, you can arbitrate your investments for a more secured fund (ie: 
monetary) as soon as you receive your shares (April)

(*) cf our  decision assistant simulator for ESOP transmitted to our members in February.

COMMENTS / ADVICES 
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Annual premium (April, June, November, December) 

& Seniority Bonus (December)

⮚ Need Money?
Payment with salary could fit to your current need but keep in mind the  

high level of taxes at around 44 %. (*)

⮚ Need Time ?

The transformation into days of TSA (**) entails a similar taxation to the 
payment with salary, except that it is deferred at the time of taking of the 
payment of the days. 

(*)Example for 100 € of premium, with a marginal tax rate of 30%: 100 € - 23% social charges = 77 € € 77 - 10% flat-rate 
reduction = € 69, taxed at 30% = € 21 Social charges € 23 + tax € 21 = € 44, i.e. 44% of overall taxation 
(**) TSA “other rights” or TSA “End of career” 

COMMENTS / ADVICES 

To be entered on 

MyHR



Profit-sharing & success sharing (May)  (1/2)

⮚ Want to take advantage of the uplift and tax exemption ?
In this case place up to 1 500 € on the PERCOL (*)

(whether it is profit sharing or success sharing) 
In order to optimize the uplift (1 500 € x 40% = 600 €)

Practical Application in 2021:

Profit sharing: 0 €

Success sharing: 600 € (**)

Total:               600 € to be placed on the PERCOL

600€ < 1500  € => Remember to make an additional voluntary payment of 900€

on the PERCOL to optimize uplift. (Cf board of voluntary payments into PEG/PERCOL)

(*) If you do not make your choice by 07/06/2021 at the latest  the default assigment will be  applied:

50% of the amount will be saved in PERCOL in guided management mode  with a balanced risk profile.

The balance of the amount allocated to you will be saved in the PEG AIRBUS TRESORERIE fund

(**) this is the « COVID » bonus of  600€ treated as a profit sharing supplement
(***) « Prepare for retirement » option  = PERCOL, option « Into my employee saving plan (5 years)» = PEG

COMMENTS / ADVICES 
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Flag ship 

Mesure!To be entered 

on Amundi 
(***)



Profit-sharing & success sharing (May)  
(2/2)

⮚ Need Money?

The payment with salary could fit to your current need but keep in mind 
the high level of taxes at around  34 %. (*)

⮚ Need time?

This option is no more available , because from 2021 Profit-sharing and 
success sharing cannot be allocated to TSA anymore

(*) Example for 100€ of profit sharing, with a marginal tax rate of  30% :

100€ - 9,7% for social charges  = 90€

90€ - 10%  flat rate reduction=  81 €, taxed at 30% = 24€

Social charges 10€ + fiscal charges 24€ = 34€,  i.e 34% of overall taxation

COMMENTS / ADVICES 
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10 Days of TSA (*) into PERCOL (May & November)

⮚ Want to take advantage of the employer uplift and

tax exemption? 

The formula is advantageous in two ways :

⮚ The PERCOL allows a total tax exemption and a slight social 

exemption

⮚It allows you to benefit from an additional 

uncapped uplift of 40%

( cumulative with the uplift of the profit sharing or success 

sharing, capped at 600€)

(*) TSA «End of career» ou TSA «Othe rights»

COMMENTS / ADVICES 
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Flagship 

Mesure !

To be 

entered on 

MyHR



Volontary paymentsinto PEG or PERCOL (at any time)

(from a personal bank account)

⮚Are you considering a voluntary payment into the PEG? 

No exemption, neither tax nor social, blocking of sums 5 years
Conclusion : of no interest

⮚ Are you considering a voluntary payment into the PERCOL ?
No exemption, neither tax nor social, blocking of sums until retirement

On the other hand, in 2021, it is wise to pay 900€
to optimize the employer uplift of 600€
(cf see profit sharing / success sharing slide)

the payment in PERCOL does not allow tax exemption, 
but only to defer taxation in the first choice
Indeed , for this  payment, Amundi ask you to choose between two options :
1) either  deductible from net taxable income (*),but will then be taxable upon withdrawal  
2) either non- deductible upon payment(*),but will then be exempt  upon withdrawal  

(*) With a deductibility limit  appearing in your 2020 income tax notice (which applies to payments made in 2021)

COMMENTS / ADVICES 
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To be entered 

on Amundi
( Option « Préparer ma 

retraite » = PERCOL)



Versements payments into TSA (June)

(from your salary)

⮚ Need Time ?

⮚Maximum 2 500 € once a year 

before 7 june for 2021

Employees who do not have 10 days of TSA can use this measure to 
generate days of TSA, which can be placed in PERCOL during the  2 nd end-of-
year campaign , and thus  benefit from the 40% uplift on these days.

⮚Conversion method Euros into TSA days : 

1 day of TSA = 1/22 nd of the gross monthly salary (excluding bonuses)

IE : Gross Salary  = 3 600€ Price of a day of TSA = 3 300 / 22 = 150€

The employee who pays the maximum of  2500€ will get 2500/150 = 16,7 days of CET “End of 
career”

COMMENTS / ADVICES 
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To be 

entered

on MyHR



Placement of RTT’s days & Seniority 

TSA “Other rights” or “End of career” (December)

⮚ Do you plan to save holidays  ?

this  measure allows to increase your TSA:

⮚ Either to benefit from the 33,33 % employer uplift in days

⮚Or to  anticipate the 10 days  transformation

from TSA into PERCOL for the following year

In 2021, it is required to spend all RTT and seniority days.

the mentioned option will only be applicable in case  the 
constraint is canceled at the end of the year.

COMMENTS / ADVICES 
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to be 

entered in 

MyHR



⮚ Placement funds: The FCPE (Fonds Communs de Placements d’Entreprise)

Description Risk & Performance
⮚ Monetary Short term loans Low
⮚ Stocks Company shares High  
⮚ Bonds Long term loans Medium
⮚ Diversified Mix monetary/Bonds/Stocks Medium
⮚ Guaranteed Capital Stocks with 90 % of capital protection Medium

⮚ Commonly applied  investment strategy : 
⮚ Short term : (ie : acquisition of main residence within 1 year)

⮚Principle : Secure the invested sums to the detriment of performance
⮚=> Favor monetary FCPE

⮚ Mid term : (ie: Need money in 5 years)
⮚Principle : Seek a compromise between security and  performance
⮚=> Favor Bonds, Diversified or Guaranteed Capital FCPE’s

⮚ Long term : (ie : Invest for retirement,  deadline >10 years)
⮚Principle : althought volatile, the stocks give better results than other supports 

on a long term period 
⮚Favor stocks FCPE

INVESTMENT FUNDS AND STRATEGY 
PEG / PERCOL
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⮚Guided Management: 
⮚Arbitration done by Fund manager

⮚Proposed only for PERCOL

⮚ 3 options : “prudent” , “balanced”, or “dynamic” 

⮚Autonomous Management :
⮚Arbitration  done at individual level 

⮚Proposed for PEG & PERCOL

GUIDED OR AUTONOMOUS 
MANAGEMENT ?
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REASONS PEG PERCOL

Main Residence : acquisition, construction, or rehabilitation 

following a natural disaster
X X

Main residence: extension X

Marriage or conclusion of a PACS X

Birth or adoption of a 3rd child, and for all following children X

Divorce, separation, or dissolution of a PACS with habitual residence 

of a child at the home of the account holder
X

Disability X X

Death of the account holder X X

Death of the spouse or person related to the beneficiary by a PACS X X

Termination of the employment contract X

Retirement X X

Business creation / takeover and installation of a self-employed 

activity
X

Over-indebtedness X X

Expiration of unemployment insurance rights X

Victims of domestic violence X X 17

CASES OF EARLY RELEASE



⮚ Collective employee savings are financially more attractive than private 

savings: 

The “net savings” can easily double 

⮚ To improve retirement, employee saving plans are an additional means that 

is all the more effective when it is put in place as early as possible. In the 

long term, the stakes are significant (number of savings opportunities X 
number of years) 

⮚ 2 step  for each saving opportunity  :

⮚ 1) Optimize by selecting the right “container”

( PEG, PERCOL, TSA, …)

⮚ 2) According to your own strategy , select the right support for  
placement  (monetary,  stocks, …)

CONCLUSION



Thanks for your attention !

⮚ This presentation will be send out by e-mail

⮚ We remind our members that they can benefit from a personalized 

assistance. Please contact us using the following email addresses:
nils.fayaud@airbus.com &  philippe.escudie@airbus.com

ENDEND


